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 INTRODUCTION 

This isn’t a book about Galileo or astronomy, but about business and 
data. However, the history of Galileo can inform us as we pass 
through what is likely to be an even more disruptive societal change 
than that of popularizing heliocentrism. The advent of “Big Data” 
offers possibilities and dangers unlike anything we have seen before 
in the world of science or business. 

When a person or an organization uses the right tools the right way 
in order to accomplish something for which they were designed, they 
have a chance at success. If they do it first, they tend to set the pattern 
for those who follow. Today, we have a very powerful tool called big 
data that is being used in many different ways. If you don’t know the 
purpose behind collecting huge amounts of data, it is unlikely that 
you are collecting the right data or using it in a way that will result in 
the most benefit for the organization. 

To make sense of this new era of data, I will present a practical 
process to create a business system that will allow you to ask 
questions that are relevant to your organizational objectives and 
answer them with data. 

Through the book, Galileo’s experiences will provide us some 
background that will be helpful in navigating this new world, as he 
had to navigate his rapidly changing world. And like Galileo, we will 
find there are four keys to success. →1 

 THE BIG IDEA 
Why should you read this book? 

Big data alone cannot lead or manage a business. Imagine you have 
a big data system right now – what would you do with it? If you think 
the answer is, “Well the data scientists will tell me what to do,” you 
are giving up a core function of management to people who have 
deeply specialized in a very different field. Management plays an 
essential role in all data collection across an organization – insuring 
that it is answering questions that the business needs answered. 

A lot of businesses are ramping up big data systems. The sad thing is 
that some of these implementations will never pay for themselves, 
and the vast majority will not garner nearly the benefit that was 
promised by a vendor or consultant. Perhaps you are considering 
starting such a project, or perhaps you are saddled with one that is 
not performing to your expectations. This book is for you! 

The piece that is missing is the business itself. Just gathering a lot of data is unlikely to answer 
your questions. It is like pointing a telescope at some random part of the sky and then trying to 

                                                        
1 This symbol “→” will indicate that further discussion on this point is provided in a side bar. 

The Four Keys 

Knowing where to 
look is a human-scale 
decision of what is 
important to the 
organization to monitor 
and improve. 

Having a good-
enough tool is what a 
Decision Support 
System will give you 
and your managers. You 
can then add big data 
into this environment to 
answer business 
questions. 

Having a framework 
is analogous to 
understanding and 
analyzing the data you 
will generate with your 
Decision Support 
System. 

Doing it first is 
related to how quickly 
you get the information 
and turn it into a 
management decision. 
This “acting on good-
enough” data before 
your competitors is 
becoming a key in 
surviving in the era of 
big data. 
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see Jupiter. You might have accidentally caught it in your field of view, but it is not really all that 
likely. Similarly, knowledge about the business is required to focus the data collection and analysis 
in those areas that are relevant to your business. 

The problem is that most businesses also do a pretty terrible job about knowing how the business 
itself works. So, before you start talking about your big data system, you have to understand your 
business in a way you may not have before. And you need to have or build metrics that allow you 
to systematically manage the organization in order to achieve your objectives. 

There are two main jobs of management: leading and managing. Contrary to what it might feel 
like, both of these aspects of management are equal – one cannot exist without the other. 

Leading a business is about envisioning a new destination and 
enabling the business to go there by figuring out what needs to be 
done in the near term in order to achieve what you need in the long 
term. This leadership is documented on a strategic plan, but a plan 
by itself is not enough, so leadership also involves being able to 
execute to the plan you have created. 

Managing a business is about making decisions that allow your 
people to do what needs to be done to make that business successful. 
Managing a business allocates responsibility for making decisions to 
the appropriate individual. 

Problems occur when organizations try to lead and manage without 
having data to support these activities, so I will be showing you a way 
to build a decision support system to do just that. A decision 
support system is a management system that identifies and provides 
data that supports managers in making the decisions they have to 
make at every level of an organization. 

I know that most businesses have a lot of metrics, but very few in my 
experience have metrics that are actually designed to measure what 
is important to lead and manage a company. They are not integrated 
across the company to accomplish the objectives of the company. → 
Most big data efforts going on now are tacked onto existing, non-
integrated metrics, resulting in a recipe to measure the wrong things 
faster and waste more time reacting to them than ever before. That 
leads to suboptimal, or even outright damaging, management 
decisions for which you have paid a lot of money. 

Results of Non-
Integrated 

Metrics 

Have you ever been in 
an organization that 
meets all their goals, 
but doesn’t achieve 
their business-wide 
objectives? Have you 
ever wondered why the 
metrics of success in 
your area seem to 
contradict the 
measures of success in 
another area? That is 
because you are 
working with a set of 
metrics that are not 
integrated to achieve 
success for the 
organization. 
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Figure 1 - The Decision Support System is necessary to lead or manage an organization 

This book is based on bringing together two areas of knowledge that have not been effectively 
brought together before – leading and managing a business using data. 

Of course, such a blending has been attempted before, but one is always sacrificed on the altar of 
the other. The approach I outline here is more of a marriage than a capitulation. 

The first part of the book is based on a few premises: 

 Building and managing a business is about people first 
 People determine why the business exists, where it is going, and how it is going to get there 
 The aspirations of the business can be turned into business-level metrics that measure its 

progress in achieving them 
 These business-level metrics can be translated into metrics for everyone in the 

organization 
 Incorrect or incomplete metrics drive incorrect behavior and there is no preexisting list of 

the “right” metrics for any type of business 
 Once identified, the correct metrics should be managed and continuously improved by 

those performing the work 
 However, only working on continuous improvement means that you fall behind your 

competition. You also need a plan to close gaps in business-level metrics. This is the 
strategic plan. 

 Closing gaps (breakthroughs) requires a different type of work than continuous 
improvement (kaizen) 

 Therefore, a strategic plan will be achieved by deploying projects to affect those metrics 
throughout the business that are related to the breakthrough changes needed while daily 
management will maintain and continuously improve performance in those areas that are 
not. 

This book describes how the leadership of an organization sets the direction of the company, 
translates those words into metrics, cascades and integrates these metrics throughout the 
organization, determines the needs for improvement with a gap analysis, and deploys a strategic 
plan to close those gaps while still doing the day-to-day activities that keep the lights on. 
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In the beginning, your people will have hypotheses about how metrics they are responsible for 
drive are related to the organization achieving its objectives. They will be wrong about many of 
these metrics, but don’t be discouraged. This is a necessary place to start and better than what 
your competition is doing now. In today’s business world, it is often not about getting the best 
answer, but about getting a “good enough” answer to the right questions more quickly than your 
competitors. 

Eventually, as you gather data, you will be able to discern which metrics really are important to 
control, which ones are not, and where there are missing metrics. Once you have the right data, 
you can analyze it for these relationships. This is where big data and analytics can really shine. 

 HOW THIS BOOK WILL HELP YOU 
This book is about how to achieve profit by linking the business and data sides of an 
organization. 

In order to marry these seemingly separate disciplines, I’ll show you how to do two things. 

 Help You Figure Out How to Measure Your Business Success 
First, I will present a process that will allow you to determine the “human scale” aspects of the 
business – what does the organization’s leadership want the business to do and be – and turn 
these into an integrated set of metrics across the organization that will enable it to do so. Without 
this, your big data systems will likely be answering the wrong questions. 

 Help You Integrate Powerful Data Collection and Processing Into Your Business Decisions 
Even with good insights into what the business is supposed to do, if you don’t have data, you can’t 
make the decisions that allow you to do it. The whole point for gathering internal or external data 
in a business is to provide a framework to make better decisions. Even better, to make those 
decisions faster than your competitors. 

You can’t run a business without data – without data a business runs you! But we are entering a 
new age of data and analytics that is really unlike anything we have seen before. 

What makes this book timely is that there is now the opportunity to collect data that is 
fundamentally different from what we have been accustomed to for generations and which 
requires fundamentally different systems to use this data to inform business decisions. 

We will show you how to link your human scale business into data, using it to drive the design of 
the systems you are aiming to build. 

 THE ERA OF BIG DATA 
Something revolutionary is happening in the world of data. Going all the way back to Galileo (and 
earlier!) data was very expensive to generate. If you were running a business and wanted to use 
data to drive your decisions, you probably had to hire or engage experts in how to properly design, 
measure, collect, and analyze the processes. This is the era of conventional data analysis. This 
meant using tools and techniques to maximize your ability to make a decision while minimizing 
the cost of doing so. In the recent past, such things as experimental design and Six Sigma were 
critical tools to figure out how to extract the absolute most amount of information from the least 
amount of data. In many situations, these tools are still essential for businesses today, and if that 
is where your business is, you would do well to be thinking in this way. Big data should not be the 
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next stop on your journey. Following the process outlined in this book will set you up well for both 
conventional data analysis and big data when you are ready for it. 

Consider this: for the first time in human history, we are now seeing data that is cheap and 
everywhere. Companies now have processes that are monitored every tenth of a second, 24/7 with 
all the data being deposited into a data lake. Other businesses track millions of customers as they 
browse and buy products. This is the era of big data. These companies have a wealth of data – 
but the massive data sets tend to be happenstance data, rather than collected by design, and it 
may be of low quality as well. 

A former student of mine who works creating big data solutions for top tier companies has these 
two “laws” (Krunic): 

1. If you don’t know how you create value, your organization is running in chaos, whether or 
not you are making money. Bringing in big data to automate this chaos only means that 
you end up with chaos happening faster and people running around trying to do things 
that may or may not have any relation to making value. 

2. Big data can tell you what is happening, but you still have to be willing and able to take 
action. 

The challenge when you have big data is in taking massive amounts of data and turning it into 
decisions that can be used to improve the performance of the business. This means that you have 
two difficult problems to solve: asking the right questions from your big data and getting “right 
enough” answers. The former is a question for the business (and is addressed in this book), the 
latter is a question for data science. (I recommend Veljko Krunic’s book, Succeeding with AI, 
for an approach that is consistent with this book.) 

 GALILEO’S STORY AND IT’S RELEVANCE TO BUSINESS DATA 
In January of 1610, Galileo Galilei turned a new 30x telescope of his own manufacture to the 
heavens, specifically to view the “wandering star” Jupiter. What he saw must have been 
astonishing, even if he was already looking for evidence to support Copernicus’ model of a 
heliocentric solar system. Three small “stars” that had previously never been seen were in a line 
through Jupiter, and, as he continued his nightly observations, these tiny stars moved. One night, 
he saw one star disappear and, on another night, reappear. These tiny stars appeared to be 
orbiting Jupiter. 

 

Figure 2 - Part of a letter that Galileo drafted to Leonardo Donato, Doge of Venice, showing the position of the 
moons of Jupiter the first night he observed them 

Today, we might have a hard time appreciating just how shocking this must have been to people 
at the time. “Everybody knew” that the stars didn’t move and that the planets wandered around 
the sky, and everybody knew that the earth was still and that the sun and all the planets orbited it 
- you just had to look outside to know that. It would have been easy for Galileo to create, as many 
others had done, an ever more complicated model of the solar system that accounted for these 
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little stars orbiting the big planet. But Galileo felt that an easier explanation that better fit his 
observations was that the Earth orbited the Sun just as that little moons orbited Jupiter. Even 
more remarkably, he brought together mathematics and observation to create the core of what we 
consider the scientific method today, one where any hypothesis is provisional until it is tested with 
observation. 

Why did Galileo make his revolutionary discovery? 

It wasn’t the hardware. Lenses had been around for quite some time. The oldest lens dates back 
to the 7th century BCE and the concept of magnification had been mentioned a century earlier. 
Spectacles had been in use about three hundred years before Galileo’s discoveries. He wasn’t even 
the first person to invent the telescope, although during his lifetime, his were among the finest. 

For our purposes, it seems to have been due to four things: knowing where to look, having a 
good-enough tool to look there, having a framework to interpret what you are seeing 
and doing it first. Pointing a telescope anywhere at the sky at that time resulted in many 
discoveries but pointing a telescope of sufficient power at Jupiter led to the discovery that, in at 
least a poetical sense, moved the world. 

Why was it Galileo who made his discovery, and not someone else? 

Frankly, it seems like there were many other people who could have done the same thing within 
a few years, and maybe some of those would even have come to the correct conclusion about 
heliocentrism, so why Galileo? 

The idea of the sun being at the center of the solar system was proposed as early as the 3rd century 
BCE by Aristarchus of Samos, but was lost until the 15th century CE, when Copernicus revived 
and expanded the hypothesis. A number of others also arrived at the notion, only to abandon it 
because of the seeming fact that the earth did not move. Further, there was no proof at that time 
that would support it being true, so a geocentric or heliocentric solar system were equally 
arbitrary. But with the clear evidence of people’s own eyes confirming that the Earth does not 
move, it remained the most commonly held explanation until Galileo. 

The Copernican idea of the Sun being at the center of the solar system therefore languished as an 
interesting, if outlandish, explanation – as was proper in the absence of any reason to believe 
otherwise. It wasn’t for lack of an explanatory framework, it was for a lack of proof that that 
framework was correct. The possibility of proof could not even be conceived of until the telescope 
was invented and powerful enough to see something like the moons of Jupiter, and this tool didn’t 
exist until Galileo created it. So, we have two of the reasons why Galileo made his discovery – he 
had the framework available (one of many) and had just created the first tool that had a chance of 
proving it with observation. 

Once he had a telescope of sufficient power to examine the heavens, he first turned it to the Moon 
and saw that it was not the smooth sphere everyone thought they saw, but that it had irregularities 
in it that pointed to the existence of massive mountains. He pointed it to the stars and saw many 
more than could be seen with the naked eye. He observed the Milky Way, assumed to be some 
sort of nebulous fog, and found that instead it was countless small stars in clusters. Then, he 
turned his telescope to the one place in all the solar system that had the possibility of observing 
something that could overturn the idea of a geocentric universe: Jupiter. 
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 PROBLEMS WITH THE PLANETS 
The problems with placing the earth at the center of the universe were well-known amongst 
natural philosophers then and had been for quite some time. Galileo was a polymath, but the 
consequence of moons orbiting Jupiter did not take a genius to figure out: if there were moons 
that orbited other planets, perhaps our planet also orbited the sun. 

Although it may be banal, it is probably because he had a framework to make conclusions 
on what he saw rather than on what he expected to see, and he was the first who had the previous 
three keys. 

Consider this: Tycho Brahe had made a model that was mathematically consistent with the rich 
observations he had made over the years, called the Tychonic system. (Similarly, your competitors 
have a model of how to do business.) In Tycho’s model, the sun orbited the Earth daily, and all 
the other planets orbited the sun. This interpretation was more appealing to him both on the 
philosophical and commonsensical levels and was completely consistent mathematically with the 
heliocentric system. It was really not until early in the 18th century that more precise 
measurements showed the stars’ apparent motion through the year and back again (parallax) that 
required the Tychonic system to be fully abandoned. But Brahe was limited in the answers he 
could find because he was limited in the framework he used to interpret his observations. 

Even if Brahe had been the one to look at Jupiter’s moons through a telescope, it is doubtful that 
he would have formed the correct interpretation. In fact, he resisted converting to the heliocentric 
system for his entire life and, along with most of the world, considered it settled in his favor. What 
might be even more astonishing is that his own calculations, had he believed them, would have 
presaged what we now know is true – that the stars are inconceivably far away and very, very 
large. Had he a different framework, one like Galileo’s that forced theory to conform to 
observation rather than the other way around, we might remember him in the same way as Galileo 
– a father of the modern scientific method who used only his eyes and brain to make great 
discoveries. Instead, although the Tychonic system lasted well into the 17th or 18th century, it is 
now seen as a bizarre force-fitting of fact to fit hypothesis. 

What we want to build in business is a system like Galileo’s, one that gathers data to answer 
relevant questions, rather than one that assumes the answers and gathers data to prove them. 

There is another thing that could have allowed for a sooner choice between the geocentric and 
heliocentric models. This was Sir Isaac Newton’s formulation of his law of universal gravitation 
in 1687. The one thing that the Tychonic system was completely lacking was a naturalistic 
explanation as to why the sun moved around the earth. What is relevant for our discussion here 
is that Galileo arrived at the right conclusion even while lacking high-precision 
observations and a fundamental explanatory theory. This perfectly describes the current 
state of data, including big data in business and is why we can continue to learn from Galileo 
today. 

 YOU ARE A STAR, BUT WHICH ONE? 
What the I have noticed is that businesses fall into the following categories: 

The Main Sequence (- -): These are businesses that have neither a unified idea of what the 
business is intended to achieve nor an integrated way of making management decisions with data. 
These companies go in all directions at once, meaning that they don’t really go much of anywhere 
at all. This is by far the most common type of business. Adding big data systems into these 
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businesses would just add further confusion to the mix. These companies need to unify the 
business behind a common vision, then begin to ask the data how to get there. This book will lay 
out a process to do this so that when you are ready for big data, you will know what to ask for. 

Galileo’s Observation: You are in a Main Sequence business if different departments 
compete for resources, area goals are met (and bonuses awarded!) even as the company 
as a whole fails to meet its objectives, and everyone is doing the best they can for the 
business, but there is no consensus on what that is or how to get there. You have probably 
never successfully completed a strategic plan – such plans are viewed as “aspirations” that 
on one ever thinks will come true. And they don’t. 

White Dwarfs (+ -): These companies have a unified vision and the management systems to 
support it but have conventional types of data: expensive and rare. They can deploy their 
resources to strategically close gaps, however, they may find that they are falling behind their 
competitors who may be making decisions faster using big data. The good news is that they can 
easily use their systems to transition into the realm of big data should they want it. This book may 
have some new ways of thinking about what they are already doing. They are ready for looking 
into the possible benefits of a big data system. 

Galileo’s Observation: You are in a White Dwarf company when everyone agrees as to 
what the purpose of the company is, and you all have measurements that align with this 
purpose. If you have a strategic plan, you probably have been successful in completing it 
each time. But you may have a feeling that you are falling behind your competitors and 
there is a lot of potential for providing more and better data to decision-makers with big 
data systems. 

Red Giants (- +): These are companies who lack a unified vision or the structures to support a 
unified vision but have been convinced to invest in a big data system. These businesses are at real 
risk of blowing up into a “supernova,” since they have just spent a lot of money to get access to a 
type of data that they are not well-equipped to utilize. These businesses need to build management 
systems to align everyone in the company behind a unified vision, and then create the business 
processes to achieve that before they can get much use out of their big data system. They will 
benefit from this book in understanding why the promises of the data scientists have not been 
realized and in what to do first in order to go back to them and start rebuilding the data system to 
support achieving the business’ objectives. 

Galileo’s Observation: You know you are in a Red Giant company because you are 
spending money on big data but don’t even know what you should be doing with “little” 
data. Big data is just sowing further confusion as to what needs to be done when. 
Everything is piling in with an equal level of priority – they are all number one. 

Magnetars (+ +): These are the extremely rare companies who have a well-defined vision, 
management systems to accomplish the vision, and big data helping them find good solutions 
inside and outside of the company faster than their competition. These organizations are the most 
powerful in the business cosmos, and it is the goal of this book to help you map a path towards 
this ideal. 

Galileo’s Observation: You know you are at a Magnetar organization because your 
business drives your data infrastructure, and your data infrastructure informs your 
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business. Managers have the right data to make their daily decisions and understand their 
role in executing the breakthroughs necessary to achieve the strategic plan. 

The clever reader will have noticed these business categories are based on two factors:  

 a unified vision and business processes to get there (which is what this book is about 
building) 

 the presence or absence of a big data system (which should only be put in after you have 
the vision and business processes) 

These are indicated by the + and – following the name. You might think of it as the human 
business side and the big data business side. When both of these systems are present and well-
designed, they interact to allow businesses to achieve their human objectives faster and better 
than ever before. 

Where does your business fall on this scale? 

 NEXT STEP 
We will begin by building the framework of the business. As we saw with Galileo versus Tycho, 
knowledge without a framework doesn’t really help us that much. 

  


